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Forum tackles 
sustainability
Col Poly's 14th annual structural event to discuss 
current issues in the design profession
By Lade Grim shaw
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Sustainability in 
design and engineering 
will be the focus of Cal 
Poly’s 14tb annual struc­
tural forum Saturday.
Open to tbe public, 
the tree forum will fea­
ture three noted engi­
neering professionals 
who will share their per­
sonal experiences with 
issues of sustainability 
and how it relates to 
engineering.
Not only will the 
event he beneficial for 
architectural engineer­
ing, architecture and 
civil engineering stu­
dents it’s also a great 
opportunity for professionals within 
the community to find out what’s 
new and current within their profes­
sions, said Clayton Pharaoh, ass(Ki- 
ate professor of architectural engi­
neering and Structural Engineers 
As.sociation of California adviser.
The forum is hosted by Cal Poly’s 
architectural engineering depart­
ment’s student chapter of SEAC and 
Krista Kelly, architectural engineer­
ing senior apd club member, heads 
the event.
“Although sustainability is a new 
area of engineering, it is quickly 
becoming a big issue all over cam­
pus,” Kelly said. “That’s why we 
chose the topic this year.”
The forum will open at 8:30 a.m. in 
building 3, nxim 213 and will run 
until 3:30 p.m. Presentations begin at 
9:15 a.m. Guest lectures include:
• I'Vavid Mar, structural engineer 
and principal of Tipping Mar and 
AsstKiates, a firm that concentrates 
on bringing sustainability to engi­
neering. Mar will discuss sustainabili­
ty issues in structural engineering.
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Rob Rutherford talks to  
a holistic m anagem ent 
class.
m
• Oushyant 
Manmohan, the 
founder and prin­
cipal of Applied 
Materials and 
Engineering, Inc, 
will speak at 10:45 
a.m. on
“Sustainable High 
Volume Fly Ash 
C o n c r e t e . ” 
M a n m o h a n ’ s 
expertise is in con­
struction materials 
engineering, and 
he has worked on 
testing, research 
and mix design 
development for 
HVFA concrete  
projects in the San 
Francisco area.
• Charles Kibcrt, professor at the 
University of Florida is also the 
director and founder of the Powell 
Center for Construction and 
Environment. His presentation, 
“The Future Color of Construction 
is Green,” begins at 2 p.m.
More than 100 people are expect­
ed to come to the forum. Pharaoh 
said.
“Sustainability hasn’t been a big 
focus for the department, so the 
forum will expose students to a con­
cept not yet offered in the curricu­
lum,” Kelly said.
Because not all the speakers are 
from California, students will receive 
a variety of persf>ectives on the topic, 
she said.
Students can make reservations to 
attend a career sym|X)sium and din­
ner scheduled for the end of the day.
Tlie symptisium will begin at 6 
p.m., and dinner will be served.
“The forum will give students the 
chance to have one on one interac­
tion with professionals who care 
aKiut the importance of their profes­
sion,” Kelly said.
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Fruit science senior Sean Klem ushin cuts Chiogia beats in the  
organic farm  area on campus.
SAN LUIS OBISPO
City drops 
light plans 
new bridge
By Leah M ori *
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
City considerations for a stoplight 
to be put in at tbe intersection of 
Foothill Boulevard and Casa Street, 
right before the bridge, have been 
terminated.
The stoplight was part of a Sierra 
Vista Regional Medical Center 
build-up project that has “pretty 
much died,” San Luis Obispo Public 
Works employee Jake Hudson said.
“In fact, it’s more dead than it is 
alive,” Hudson said. “It may be an 
extension of the hospital, but until 
then there is no intention for it to be 
signalized.”
The stoplight was included as 
part of a study the hospital conduct­
ed for the expansion project. The 
light will be warranted in the future; 
however, the project has not yet 
gone through.
Foothill bridge
Regarding the intersection, bridge 
construction on FtxYthill Boulevard is 
tentatively scheduled for June 2004
see CITY, page 2
THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
By Lacie G rim shaw
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
She expected her first day in holistic management, AG 360, to be like any other agriculture class, but when she walked into a rix)m with desks arranged 
into a circle, instead of rows, she knew this class would 
be anything but typical.
“The first day I knew it would be different,” said ani­
mal science junior Diana Elow. “There wasn’t a syl­
labus or mention of tests, nothing was set in stone. It 
made me really uncomfortable.”
Holistic management is a class where students are 
required to rethink everything they’ve learned. 
Thinking holistically means thinking outside the box.
said Robert Rutherford animal science professor, who 
teaches the class.
A common thread between cultures is that they all 
make decisions the same way, he said. The trick now is 
to change the way people are making decisions.
Although the class is taught in the College of 
Agriculture, Rutherford said he believes the whole 
world should learn how to think holistically.
The holistic approach is a humble approach and 
takes into account all possibilities, he said.
When people make decisions they automatically 
assume they’re right. People hate being wrong, he said. 
But if people tixik into account the possibility of being
see CLASS, page 2
Savory: An interview with an exile
By Abbey Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY MANAGING EDITOR
Four men, recent Cal Poly gradu­
ates now engineers and solar energy- 
businessmen, in slacks, shiny shoes, 
clean-pre.ssed shirts and ties lean for­
ward and listen eagerly. Two of them 
hold pens poised aKive legal pads.
Their eyes are fixed.
They do not move.
Before them a small balding man in 
a tweed jacket, with a gold uxith 
glinting from the edge of his smile, 
slowly chews a red tortilla chip and 
cuts through an open-faced cheese­
burger with a fork and knife.
He tells the engineers not to inter­
rupt.
He sips water and then hot tea from
Allan  
Savory is 
the
founder
of
holistic
resource
m anage­
m ent.
COURTESY
PHOTO
a clear glass mug.
One of the engineers with a boyish 
face and curly hair cautiously asks for 
the man’s opinion of adopting a vege­
tarian diet.
“Let me see your teeth,” he said.
The engineer pulled back his lips
and barred his teeth.
“Yes, just as I suspected,” he said. 
“You are an omnivore. If ytiu were an 
herbivore, you would have complete­
ly flat teeth. Remember that the best 
systems mimic nature.”
Allan Savory, founder of holistic 
resLYurce management, a methexJ of 
land management and decision-mak­
ing, visited San Luis Obispo last 
month to meet with and consult vari­
ous environmental/agricultural groups 
within the community and Cal Poly.
“From Savory I’ve learned the 
impiYrtance of taking into account the 
whole picture over time in regard to 
the decisions 1 make today in light of 
their impact on my grandchildren and
see SAVORY, page 2
PRO-ACTIVE
Sustainability 
initiative 
hits campus
By Jake Ashley and  
Ashley W olf
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITERS
The Campus Sustainability 
Initiative, an on-campus environ­
mental group comprised of stu­
dents, staff and faculty, are trying 
their best to make a difference 
despite no budget or university 
recognition.
Former AsstKiated Students Inc. 
president Angie Hacker and manu­
facturing engineering senior Pablo
Paster founded Cal Poly CSl two 
years ago. It started as a group of 
concerned Cal Poly community 
members to voice their opinions on 
campus sustainability issues.
“We felt there were a lot of areas 
for improvement on this campus in 
terms of sustainability,” Paster said. 
“We knew that a lot of people were 
working on sustainability, but there 
was no unifying entity.”
CSI uses the Brundtland 
Commissions definition of sustain­
ability, which Paster said is the 
most widely accepted definition: 
“Development that meets the 
needs of the present without com­
promising the ability of future gen­
erations to meet their own needs.” 
Unfortunately the vision that 
Hacker and Paster had for CSI has
see CSI, page 3
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and will take about two summers to 
build. One possibility in construc­
tion is to build one side of the bridge 
at a time, leaving the temporary 
bridge up until one side is construct­
ed, then switching. The cost is esti­
mated at $2.7 million.
On H ighw ay 1
Although a stoplight will not be a 
new addition to San Luis Obispo 
streets, there are additional turning 
lanes on Highway 1.
There is now access to Stenner 
Creek Road from Highway 1 due to 
the median divider Caltrans workers 
have been working on for months.
The divider was constructed after 
a high number of accidents occurred 
on the highway, Rob Rutherford, 
animal science professor said. 
Rutherford has been managing the 
sheep unit for the past five or six 
years and has observed the construc­
tion almost daily. He has also spo­
ken with highway patrol officers and 
numerous landowners about the 
highway additions.
In the priKess of creating the 
median, a left turn lane was pro­
duced for those traveling south-
CLASS
continued from page 1
wrong, then when a problem arose 
they could correct it without feel­
ing like a failure.
Rutherford teaches students not 
to limit themselves or make 
assumptions. Instead, he attempts 
to teach them that they can do any­
thing, he said.
“I’ll ask students what they want 
to do when they grow up. They’ll 
tell me they want to be veterinari­
ans. I tell them, ‘1 didn’t ask what 
you wanted to be, 1 asked what you 
wanted to dt),’ ’’ he said.
Elow took Rutherford’s class 
after an adviser’s recommendation.
“Taking the class was the best 
decision I’ve made so far,’’ Elow 
said. “The class really opened my 
eyes to a new way of thinking.’’
W hen something is managed 
holistically, there needs to be an 
understanding of what is being 
managed, and what the values and
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bound on Highway 1, allowing cars 
access to Stenner Creek Road. In 
addition to making a left turn lane, 
a lane off the right hand shoulder 
has been created, so people traveling 
northbound from San Luis Obispo 
can safely turn onto the road, which 
should reduce the number of acci­
dents with those slowing to turn 
right.
This has both positive and nega­
tive effects on those accessing the 
sheep unit and Cheda Ranch.
“It is an advantage, because now 
we can turn onto Stenner Creek 
Road,” Rutherford said. “Before we 
had to turn onto Highland Road and 
make a U-turn, which is difficult 
when pulling a trailer.”
long-term goals are, Rutherford 
said. Every decision should account 
for each of these.
Rutherford teaches that when 
people make decisions, they’ll use 
either a hard or soft systems 
approach.
People typically use a hard sys­
tems approach when deciding 
things. They’re easier to under­
stand, he said. Hard systems are 
predictable, like a car or a watch. If 
a part is removed from either of 
these, the system stops. If the part is 
replaced, it will resume.
Soft systems are more complex and 
are not predictable, like human rela­
tionships or emotions, he said. Soft 
systems continue to work when a part 
is removed, but they work differently.
We make daily decisions follow­
ing a hard systems format. But the 
world doesn’t work that way. It runs 
more like a soft system, he said. 
Something can’t change one thing 
without affecting another. You 
have to consider everything before 
and during the decision-making 
prtKess.
Despite the advantage, those 
leaving Cheda Ranch cannot turn 
toward San Luis Obispo, but must 
take a dirt road back to town, due to 
the median between north and 
southbound lanes.
“I can understand why they did it 
though, with people driving unsafe­
ly and tcK) fast,” Rutherford said. 
“Rather than making them drive 
safely, they put up a barrier.”
Prior to the construction of the 
median, signs were posted prohibit­
ing access to Stenner Creek Road 
from southbound Highway 1. This 
was due to a collision that ended in 
a traffic fatality a few years ago 
involving a Cal Poly student turning 
left onto the road.
“You can take this kind of 
thinking and apply it to many 
areas, not just agriculture,” Elow 
said. Using the holistic approach 
could be beneficial for any busi­
ness, she said.
At the start of class Rutherford 
asks students to write a personal 
holistic goal. It helps them recog­
nize the limits of their current way 
of thinking and the possibilities 
available if they look past what 
they already know, he said.
Holistic management was a lot of 
fun and really interactive, Elow 
said. Rutherford likes to do a lot of 
creative exercises. The class fulfills 
the general education requirement 
in area F technology.
The thought prcKess taught in 
holistic management can help 
everyone learn and become better 
people, Rutherford said.
“Holistic goals can never be 
achieved, but they’re something to 
strive for,” he said. “The only hope 
for sustaining our current situation 
is to start making decisions differ­
ently.”
S u m m e r  in  S p a in
Spanish language Immersion Program
General Information Meeting
Thursday, February 5, 11:00 am 
Erhart Agriculture Bldg. (10), Rm. 115
Summer 2004 - Valladolid
Courst*8 offered this summer: Span 12 \, .Span laa, 
.Span 124, Span 3m, Hum 310, Psc 320, and Kine 255
for further information, rontart.
Dr William Marfiiurz. 756-2889, 
e-mail wnartine(<ì’cal|xily ethi
Continuing Fxiucation at 756-2053, 
e-mail continuing-«d^ caltwly.edu 
http://wv>'w.t‘onUnuinR-ed.cal|wly.e«lu/travel..spain.html
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their children,” Phyllis Davies said.
Davies, a Cal Poly httnors alumna 
and community member, hosted 
Savory’s stay in San Luis Ohispo.
“Figure out what it is that you 
would die for, the deepest thing that 
you believe in and base every decision 
on this,” Savory said, explaining 
holistic resource management deci­
sion making. “Sometimes it takes 
years to find.”
Savory started the Allan Savory 
Center for Holistic Management. TTie 
center is currently involved with 
many land management projects in 
the United States and Zimbabwe, 
Savory’s native country. Holistic 
resource management, according to 
the center’s Web site, is a process that 
develops a clear and ftKused vision 
and provides economically, scKially 
and environmentally sound ways to 
live that vision.
“(Savory) is someone outside the 
environmental industry pu.shing to 
improve the environment,” said 
Matthew Woods, one of the four Cal 
Poly graduates and the Renewable 
Energy Qincepts sales manager.
Savory, bom in 1935 in Rhcxlesia 
(now Zimbabwe) led revolts, special­
ized in guerilla warfare, served in 
Parliament and studied botany and 
zoology in South Africa. Savory 
crossed “the flfxir” of Parliament and 
reformed the opposition to end the 
Rhodesian War, to which he had ded­
icated 20 years of his life.
Six months before the war ended. 
Savory lived in exile. He moved first 
to the Caribbean Cayman Islands and 
then worked his way into the United 
States.
He was exiled not because of the 
revolution or fighting hut because of 
livestfKk.
Savory disproved the theory of 
overgrazing. While South African 
policies were destiKking ranchers to 
save the land, he was one step ahead 
telling ranchers they could have two 
times as many animals on their land.
“New knowledge conflicts with the 
dogma of tradition,” Savory said.
The government challenged 
Savory and his ideas in an event that 
lasted eight years called the Charter 
Trials.
Savtfty wtm.
Then he was banned from universi­
ties.
Institutions ot higher learning have 
shunned Savory because his discover­
ies don’t tit in the box, animal science 
profes.s<ir Rob Rutherford said.
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deteriorated over the past two years, 
and has become what some members 
consider “an e-mail discussitm ¡4rt)up.”
“It was very active two years ago, 
less active last year, then even less 
active this year,” Steven Marx, 
English professor and CSI member 
said. “It is a very loose attiliation ot 
people interested in sustainability.”
In the past, CSI has helped to 
sponsor and organize events like 
bringing renowned environmentalist 
and physicist Amory Lovins to Cal 
Poly for a presentation.
Today, members of CSI work on 
separate sustainability projects and 
connect through an e-mail list on 
current issues and upcoming events.
“The Hi)using North project was a 
central point for the whole sustain­
ability movement,” architectural 
engineering junior and CSI member 
Tylor Middlestadt said. “Now it’s on 
the hack burner due to budget cuts.”
Not being a sanctioned committee 
limits the ability to promote aware­
ness on campus and to create change.
The group is comprised solely of 
passionate volunteers who care about 
sustainability i.ssues. Without any 
funding it is difficult for them to cuga- 
nize events and publicize meetings.
“It is difficult to accomplish our 
goals without the pniper funding,” 
Paster said.
ASl Vice President and C'Sl mem­
ber Olga Berdial voiced a similar 
opinum.
“I think they could do more if the 
university recognized them as a com­
mittee,” Berdial said. “They have a 
lot of potential.”
Asi(.le from students and faculty, 
several Facilities Planning officials 
contribute to CSI.
Director of Facilities Planning 
Robert Kitamura and director of 
energy and utilities Edward Johnson, 
returned a joint statement regarding 
CSI.
In response to the question of 
whether C^SPs goals ever conflict 
with administration’s policies, they 
said, “C Sl’s purpose is not to act as a 
watchdog of the campus administra­
tion, but to promote sustainable 
awareness on campus. The campus 
master plan is an excellent document 
promoting sustainable practices and 
CSI uses the Cal Poly master plan as 
a reference for campus sustainability.”
Middlestadt agrees with Kitamura 
and Johnson about Cal Poly’s well- 
written master plan, but he said that 
he hasn’t seen all the policies of the 
plan executed on campus.
“In my opinion, the plan has not 
been implemented to its fullest 
potential, although it’s well thought 
out,” Middlestadt said.
Although the Master Plan is con­
sidered by CSI memlx;rs to be effi­
cient, there is always room for 
improvement in efforts toward sustain­
ability, especially when considering 
new projects like Student Housing 
North.
CSI diK's not hold regular meetings 
or events, but when a sustainability 
issue ari.ses that interests members, 
they immediately .set up a time to dis­
cuss it. Their next meeting will be 
held on Eeh. 5 at 11a.m. in building 
70, nxim 109.
For now, members are continuing to 
educate themselves about sustainabili­
ty issues and what they can do to help.
“We are already doing the best we 
can,” Middlestadt said.
Effort to  save Cayucos farm
By Katie Schiller
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Nestled in the heart of a green val­
ley lies an old dairy farm. Tluinder 
Canyon in Cayucos may have 
sycamores, an 1894 milking bam and a 
turn-of-the-century farmhouse now, 
but its fate is uncertain.
Unless Tluinder Canyon Inc. can 
raise $3.6 million to buy the land by 
May 1, the fann will become a gated 
community of luxur\' homes. The non­
profit group, which consists of many 
Cal Poly students, alumni, faculty and 
others, has raised $360,000 so far.
“Nolxxly would say that the mission 
takes up space in San Luis Obispo and 
would rather see a Wal-Mart there,” 
said Ilona Ing, volunteer for Tluinder 
Canyon Inc. and 1989 Cal Poly polit­
ical science graduate. “We want to 
.save the little things that distinguish 
the community, like the dairy fann.”
At one time, San Luis Obi.spo 
CxTunty prcxluced more dairy' prixiucts 
than any other county in the state, Ing 
said. Without Thunder Canyon, the 
history of the dairy industry here is 
likely to be forgotten, she said.
“We go to Bali’s for yogurt and have 
no idea where it comes from,” she said. 
“In 10 years, it will K' rare to see a 
dairy fann, and there might be no 
signs of the dairy industry left.”
Tliunder Canyon Inc. has set a goal 
to reach 100,000 people and ask them 
to make a $36 tax-deductible dona­
tion. C^l PcTly students in the group 
have taken on the challenge by writ­
ing many letters over the past month.
“Thunder Canyon repre.sents a 
piece of our hustory,” said stxiial sci­
ence .senior Claytim Whitt, who is
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involved in the effort. “We want to 
preserve it from being paved over.”
The group has a tremendous 
opportunity to do the right thing, he 
said.
If Tluiiuler Canyon Inc. can meet its 
goal by May 1, .some members have 
suggested turning the firmhouse into a 
lx\l and breakfast for guests who want 
to exjxrience farm life or create a dairy 
museum.
While students may not be able to 
afford a large donation, they can help 
in other ways.
“We will need architecture majors 
to plan how to restore the house, 
forestry majors to help plan restoring
the land and any other students with 
technical skills,” Whitt said. “This is a 
gcKxl chance to apply the skills you’ve 
learned and do so in a way that benefits 
the comnuinity.”
Fraternities, s i^rorities, environmen­
tal groups or any club on campus could 
compete to help raise the rest of the 
money, Ing said.
The group has already given the 
owner of Thunder Canyon $330,000 
and he has agreed to wait only until 
May 1 for the rest of the money.
To vidunteer to save the farm, call 
Ilona Ing at 550-5592 or to make a 
donation, go to www.thunder 
canyon.org.
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Confessions of a downtown bar rat
T he sunlight creeps from hehind the cur­tain and forces you to pry open your crusty eyelids. Your lips are dry, coated 
in funk, and it tastes like a cat drt)pped a deuce 
in your mouth. You reek of hoo:e. You look to 
your left and .see a small tuft of wild blond hair
nestled in the 
crumpled sheets of 
a bed that looks 
like it has never 
had its sheets 
changed.
Isn’t it weird 
that when drunk 
you’ll sleep in the 
nastiest places: 
porch couches, 
bathroom floors, 
the bushes in front 
of your neighbor’s 
house.
As you rise, you 
realize that you’re 
in your owii bedroom. You reach for the bath­
room door and see the back of your hand cov­
ered in strange stamps. You empty your pock­
ets and find a Denny’s receipt, a few crumpled 
singles and a cell phone long since dead. You 
ask yourself, what happened last night? W hat 
sort of misfortune could have spit you out into
such a desperate scenario? Were you mugged, 
drugged to the rim and left for dead in the 
comfort of your own bed?
Then the déjà vu sets in and you realize that 
the same thing happened to you yesterday, the 
day before and Wednesday morning, too. 
You’re beginning to see a trend. After a brief 
moment of denial, reality hits you and you 
confess to yourself the awful truth.
You’ve become a downtown bar rat.
Downtown bar rats, as the name implies, are 
the bar hopping life force of the San Luis 
Obispo dating scene. They are the 21 and 
older men, and sometimes women, who make 
it a thrice weekly event to get dolled up in 
their slickest cuts and head down to Higuera 
Street for a night of literal elhow bumping 
with the sexual elite of San Luis Obispo.
The self test to see if you are a bar rat is a 
relatively simple three-step process:
1. If you recognize everybody at the bar and 
think about how they are all low-down booz­
ing bar rats, then you are a downtown bar rat.
2. If the bouncer checks his watch while 
he’s supposed to be checking your ID, you are 
a downtown bar rat.
3. If you walk in the bar and see your cred­
it card on tab from yesterday, you are most cer­
tainly a downtown bar bat.
The female bar rats of the downtown bar
scene are the sex divas of the city. Long gone 
are the days of the hoodie-wearing party chick 
or the scandalously tacky house-party queen. 
In her place are the high maintenance 
princesses of downtown, trading in their hood­
ies for Dior sunglasses and beer bong’s for purs­
es named Marc, Gucci and Prada.
The scene inside a har infested by bar rats is 
nothing short of surreal. Groups of bar rats will 
gather in a circle, 12 deep, and sing ‘80s songs 
into their Corona microphones as if Ron Jovi 
himself were taking command of the DJ booth. 
Single women will rush the stage and dance 
like lesbians in heat, grabbing the attention of 
every guy in a three-bar radius. Rack in the 
bar, low-level acquaintances are met with hear 
hugs and rounds of mystery shots. Gt)d help 
you if it’s your birthday.
Afterward, all the bar rats will stumble into 
the street like animals released from the zoo. 
The scene outside will be almost as surreal as 
inside the bar. There will be brawls, hook-ups 
and trips to the post-party. Slowly and steadi­
ly, all the bar rats will climb into surfboard­
bearing cabs, the Safe Ride van and the cars of 
freshly wakened roommates who’ll fume the 
whole way home; that is, until everybody starts 
chanting for a Taco Rell run.
In the morning, we’ll check our wallets to 
see how much money we spent. W e’ll vaguely
remember some unspeakable drama we caused. 
W e’ll forget the name of the hot blonde we 
met. Luckily these tire minor challenges for 
the mighty bar rat, for whom drama is fleeting, 
wealth is a card swipe away and gorgeous 
blondes are a dime a dt)zen.
hr the end, the psychirKrgy of the bar rat is 
like the psychoKrgy behiird making a Urt of 
money, driving a nice car, going to the gym or, 
in the case erf ladies, gettiirg fake btrobs or wax­
ing your mustache. All these aspirations bring 
us closer to hot scandalous sex. Like the hank 
nrbber Willy Suttmi wlu) larbbed banks 
because “that’s where the money is,” the har 
rat is a bar rat because, in the wtrrds of my up 
and coming bar rat buddy Rlake, “that’s where 
the sex is.”
So to all the bar rats out there, be proud of 
your bar-rat heritage. You are carrying on in 
the spirit of bar rat greats like Frank Sinatra, 
Errol Flynn and James Dean. Whenever any­
one spits out the words Rar Rat as if it were the 
most profane insult, stand tall, raise your 
Corona microphone in defiance and take the 
charge as if it were the highest form of honor. 
Rar rats of the world unite!
Jam es W hitaker is a business m ajor and 
M ustang Daily co lum nist. Fellow  bar rats can 
e-m ail him atjw w ceo@ yahoo.com .
Super Bowl ads trashy, funny
The Super Rowl commercials this year were much like Janet Jackstm’s exposed breast: Mostly inappropriate, yet still highly enter­
taining.
Tlris year the majority of the advertisements 
focused on unsuitable and stimetimes downright 
disgusting ways of getting the point across.
Rudweiser had the most commercials aired dur­
ing the game with a total of nine. Within those 
nine included some nasty commercials which used 
immature humor to advertise their beer.
Tlie first such commercial featured a couple tak­
ing a nice carriage ride. After handing the girl a 
candle, her date bends down to retrieve a beer. 
Meanwhile the horse farts in the girl’s face, causing
the candle to bum
Commentary «uy .hen
. nicely says. Do you
smell a barbequeT’
While this commercial may have gotten a few 
laughs, the raunchy humor it utilized was inappro­
priate. The Super Rowl is a family event, and it 
really dt>es not seem necessary to have a farting 
horse advertising beer.
Rudweiser folknved this up with their “h<imy 
nv'nkey” comntercial. A man’s pet mi'nkey begins 
to hit on his date while he g(K*s to get her a beer. 
Tlie monkey goes s*) far as to tr>' ti) get her inti) bed 
while the man’s not kxiking.
Pepsi decided to cadi in on the inappropriate 
commercials as well. Tliere was ,m avivertisement 
for ."'lerra Mist in which a guy is missing from his 
band during a parade because- he is tiHi busy enjoy- 
inu llu- ail tbai’s blowing u]’' liis Scottish kill.
iDiice again this is unsuitable f.'r youitg viewers, 
.''bowing a man t(xi busy pleasui ing himself to play 
in llu- band may be tunny, but it is wrong to show 
on a program that anyone could be w,itching.
in defense of Rudweiser, thev did make an effi'rt 
lo show commercials promoting s.ife drinking
which is definitely important. There were at least 
two prominent commercials taking this position.
The first depicted basketball player Rick Fox 
and country music icon Tim McGraw at a party in 
which all the other guests comment on how nice it 
must be to be celebrities. Then the designated dri­
ver walks in with beautiful girls swarming him. Fox 
and McGraw then say how gexx! he’s got it.
The other commercial shewed two attractive 
girls going to a store and getting carded while try­
ing to buy alcohol. They were underage, so the 
store’s cashier forced them to get magazines and 
sexJa.
Roth these advertisements did a gexxl job por­
traying that it is smart to drink responsibly and an 
impxirtant part of anyone’s decision to drink.
The two best commercials during the Super 
R<wl, however, came frtim Rudweiser and 
Chevrolet. The Rudweiser commercial pnirtrays 
the story of a donkey who dreams of being a 
Clydesdale and spends a long time practicing by 
trotting around. He even gix;s as far as getting leg- 
hair extensions. His dream is finally realized, and 
he is s<xm riding along with the other horses.
The other ingenious commercial fmm Chevy 
showed a number t>f kids with soap bars in their 
mouths. A father then gcK-s to leave for wi>rk in his 
new C?hevy car. seeing the car his son says
“I loly shit” and is stxm pictureil with a soap bar in 
his mouth as well.
Tliroiighout the Supi-r Rtnvl, commercials were 
entertaining enough to keep ¡x-ople’s attention .is 
they waited for the game to start up .tgain. 
However, based on the f.tct th.it this is a show 
everyone .Nhould lx- able to enjoy, maylx; compa­
nies should hxus a little less on insulting and 
immature humor.
Randi Block is a journalism  senior and Mustang 
Daily staff writer.
SLO needs sustainability
Out past the veterirt-ary clinic, past the dairy and embedded between the poultry and beef evaluation units, 
stands an open field.
Nothing.
Inside the green pasture, an ecosystem in 
itself, live populations of microorganisms and 
a variety of grasses holding precious top soil 
made healthy by strategic irrigation. Only 
agriculture students, joggers and bands of col­
lege-owned animals periodically grazing there 
recognize its worth.
On paper, beneath a budget line, the open 
field doesn’t apparently add-up to enough, 
because a proposal has been made to build a 
— • I research park there.
C Q l t l O r i d l  Decisions like this 
reflect a value system 
not only in the agricultural industry, but in 
American culture.
Americans tend to not place economic 
value on indirect profits like biixJiversity. 
Open space. Healthy land. We cover it up 
with prestigious buildings.
The shadowy- oppiwite of biixliversity is 
desertification, according to holistic resource 
miinagement. This is what na>st of agricul­
ture pnxluces. MotHxrops. No biixliversity, 
no eciisystem. Top soil is cxpvmed in qiiatui- 
ties larger than .my agricultural pnxluct. 
^X4H'n the soil that holds crops loses it.s nutri­
ents, it is fiiither exploited by growing a pnxl­
uct with deejx-r nxits, W ien that nutrient 
source is depleted, .Americ.i gnwvs house's.
0 |X'ii fiekis, like those that may dis,ippear 
. I t  C.'al Poly, are our l.ist connt'ctiem to the 
laiul, to that which su-'iains us.
Time moves slowly out there. Few jx'ople 
drive the windy road leaeling to the edge of 
the agriculture land, the c\lge of (?al Poly.
The air is clean. Sometimes people walk out 
there just to stand and breathe. Joggers stop 
and just Kx>k. On any aftemœn. Cal Poly 
and San Luis Obispo community members 
are out in the open land living the lifestyle 
they chose to live when the decided to make 
a htime here. I3ogs are turned Itxjse from their 
leashes and are free to chase sticks. When 
they run, their faces almost smile. Easels are 
set-up and canvases capture the thick dusk 
settling in through the trees lining Stenner 
Creek. The gemly-sk-iping hills house hikers 
and mares with their foals. From a distance, 
the mares move slowly across the trails. Their 
wide sides sway with each step. Behind each 
' is the short step of her foal. Eager and inno­
cent, their ears prick forward, happy to be 
maming free.
The precariousness of the agricultural 
industry is frightening. With a total depen­
dence on fossil fuels to pnxluce a product, 
and an over pnxluction of moncKrops like 
com, it is paramount America changes its 
methcxls of production and values toward the 
land. Even outside of agriculture, when l<x>k- 
ing at industrialization as a whole, American 
methods arc not created to last. .America is 
depleting its own natural resource base faster 
th.tn any civiliz.ition K'tore. Tilings are not 
slowing down.
This loss h.ippcns evcrvwlu'rc, even at C ?al 
Poly. It happens when ojx'n lands ;irc lost and 
biiKlivcrsity is exchanged for a rese.irch park 
that kxiks g(X\l in b n xhures, yet has ijues- 
rionable value to Cal Poly students.
We must consider the wide spread ramifi­
cations of our actions when making decisums 
.ilxnit kind m.inagement and conversion in 
order to sust.tin qualify of life at C?al Poly and 
in San Luis Obispo.
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FCC CHAtRMAN
michEal Powell 
ISSUED A Statement 
today Concerning 
THE Baring of 
Janet Jackson's 
breast during the 
SUPER bOwl 
haLFtime Show...
Powell criticized  
THE Stunt aS 
■CLasSleSs, cRass, 
AND deplorable.“
hE aDdeD, “this  
nation 's citizens  
DESERVE better .“
oo
More oN this 
laTer, Now a 
word from
OUR SPONSORS...
Commentary
Grocery store  
strike: Is th a t still 
going  on?
A s we settle into 2004, an issue that was crucial during» the end of last year still ltH)ms in Si>uthem California. Picketers, though spread thin, still roam the front lines of the IcKal Vons and 
Albertsons. They remain present at all hours and in all weather, despite 
how little the union can afford to pay them.
It seems like life just went on and forgot these people. No one cares 
anymore.
“We haven’t heard anything at all. Talks haven’t happened on either 
side,” picketer Joe Chavez .said. Chavez, 36, has been out in front of the 
Vons in the Marigold shopping center on Broad Street since the strike 
started.
Some other supermarkets in the area have helped out by hiring the
strikers. However, the grcKers are taking a 
pay cut in their new jobs and are not receiv­
ing benefits. Some have paid the union to 
keep them, but most have just given up on
the benefits.
By not working at all, they already are taking a monumental pay cut. 
“We are finding new jobs tt> help with the loss of income," Chavez said. 
“ Since the union’s funds are depleted, we are getting paid less everyday to 
be out here. Scolari’s Market and F(Hxl-4-Less have helped out by hiring 
us, but some supermarkets are turning us away.”
It is about time. The strikers have been walking back and forth for 
months now and nothing has happened. Supermarkets have lost stime 
busine.ss, but they are able to function regardless of replacement hires and 
fewer inventory shipments. Eventually, they will probably hire new labor 
that will work for no benefits and the striking is,sue will be in the past.
Though no change has come in the supermarket strike, many people 
depend on it as a source of ina^me. TTie initial lockout stimulated the job 
market in San Luis Obispo, creating jobs for students who w'ere having a 
difficult time finding work in such a small town. Students who have taken 
replacement jobs are making a healthy inctime and can enjoy the luxury 
of flexible hours. Furthermore, it can serve as a buffer to help a>mbat debt 
which plagues many college students.
Take my numimate for example. He is a 21-year-old Cucsta student 
who needed a second job.
“Things were getting tough, and 1 needed a little inciTme. 1 wasn’t glad 
that 1 did it, but it got me through my financial troubles,” he said. “I nor­
mally wouldn’t do something like this, but the opportunity was there.” 
But don’t feel texi sorry for the strikers. They are getting sufficient fund­
ing from a variety of unions called a hardship fund. Plus, they are still get­
ting their benefits. It is ridiculous it took so long for them to realize they 
need jobs to fall back on. Maybe they just figured this mess wxnild be sort­
ed out sixmer.
“Though both sides are silent, everyone else has moved on,” Vons pnxl- 
ucts receiving supervisor Dave Lowe said. “Business has picked back up, 
and we are all working to earn a decent living.”
B<ith parties are losing on the issue. The strikers lose becau.se they are 
being paid far less than their u.sual wages tti stand out in front of grtKery 
stores all day, the union loses money by paying the strikers and the gro­
cery stores are losing business from all of the negative publicity in the 
media. As the deadline for an agreement approaches, everyone is in a 
stalemate and losing money.
The strike needs to end becau.se it is not of public interest anymore. 
Citizens of San Luis Obi.spo need g(x>ds from supermarkets, people need 
jobs to make commerce thrive. Unnecessary strikes like this put links in 
the fiscal chain.
Kendrick J. Carson is a Journalism  senior and Mustang Daily staff w riter.
Letters to the editor
Holbus uses formula for columns 
Editor,
When 1 read John Holbus’ column (“Fire-ann protection is 
a necessary right” Feb. 3), 1 discovered that his writing always 
follows the same tired formula of Republican rhetoric. After 
observing his patterns, 1 have devised a five-step plan for writ­
ing like a coiTservative.
First, poke fun at the fringe elements of the Demix:ratic 
Party, such as Kucinich or Sharpton. It’s uxi challenging to 
take a swipe at a front-runner.
Second, misrepresent the arguments of the left. For 
instance, Holbus claims the left’s main argument against the 
right to own miichine guns is that the right only applies to the 
federal government, not the people. This has never been a 
main liberal argument; actual liberal arguments cite reports, 
studies and empirical data that show how gun control .saves 
lives. Another liberal argument is common sense: You don’t 
need to fire 1,000 rounds a second to hunt deer cir stop a home 
intruder.
Third, make a ridicukius comparison tti slavery or racism. 
Holbus draws an analogy between his x’iolated right to own an 
M-16 and racial apartheid.
Fourth, confuse words. Holbus sitys the National Guard is 
not a “state” militia. He should know that “state” is synony­
mous with “nation” in such a context. To anyone who knows 
this, his argument has no legs.
And last, but most importantly, mcK'k France. In 
Republican circles, a gixxl laugh at the expen.se of the French 
is more appreciated —  and meue accessible —  than sound 
k>gic.
sion among any educated and open-minded group of people.
Daniel Nutting is a computer science senior.
Veritas cartoon misrepresentative 
Editor,
The cartixm mix:kery of the Veritas Forum on Feb. 2 
expres.sed several misconceptions. Tlie cartixm suggestexl that 
the Veritas Forum was somehow falsely advertised and hypo­
critical. Tliis impression is unfortunately based on two false 
points: ( 1 ) Tliat the Veritas Fonim attempts to “convert” peo­
ple and (2) TTiat it creates “straw men” out of non-Cdiristian 
philosophical positions.
Gintrary to the first pmint, just because theistic ideas, 
philosophies and views were among the topics of discussion 
during Veritas, that d(X.'sn’t mean it resembled anything like a 
church revival. At no point during Veritas did any person or 
speaker enauirage any kind of conversion. Rather, the theis­
tic and non-thei.stic speakers presented their views by giving 
arguments and rea.sons for their particular beliefs in question. 
Tlien, the lecture was opened up for questions in which frir- 
ther discussion was encouraged among the audience.
As for the second ptiint, I encourage anyone who doubts 
the quality of pre.senters brought to Cal Poly last week (espe­
cially the atheist/agnostic philostiphers Friday night) to simply 
ask any philosophy profes.sor what he or she thinks of them. I 
am confident they will strongly affirm their academic 
respectability and credibility. Therefore, there were no straw 
men. Furthermore, there is no doubt that the ideas and claims 
of Jesus Christ and theism in general are among the most 
influential and important in the history of the world, whether 
or not they are actually true. So therefore, thei.stic claims, 
philostiphies and views ought to be a serious topic of di.scus-
Kevin Hughes is a philosophy senior.
Vouchers give Americans liberty 
Editor,
Will Weatherford’s letter (“Vouchers represent ‘double tax­
ation’” Feb. 2) shows a complete disregard for the founding 
principles of the United States.
Schtxd vouchers Ixiil down to one word: liberty.
Parents should have the liberty to decide which schixd 
their child attends. If parents chixise to send their kids to pri­
vate sch(X)ls rather than public schtxils, then public schixds be 
damned. Vouchers don’t result in “money (being) taken from 
public schtx)ls and given to private schtxds.” The money in 
question dtxis not belong to the public schcx l^s or the govern­
ment. The money in question belongs to the parents. The 
money is rightfully theirs because they earned it. The govern­
ment had no right to take it in the first place. Schcxil vouch­
ers are a vital step toward individual liberty in education and 
a vital step away from government monofxdy in education.
Any stxriety that “provides Kisic services to its members,” 
by breaching individual rights (in this case, libert\- and prop­
erty) is destines.! toward statism.
Ray Cavalcante is a mathematics junior.
Mustang Daily is looking 
for a few good cartoonists
and columnists.
Cartoonists should bring a proposal and 
art sample to Laura in 2 6 '2 2 6 . Columnists 
can send a pro[X)sal and 500'word sample 
to mustangdaily@hotmail.com. Please 
include your name, major and phone 
number with all submissions.
Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. 
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, 
profanities and length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons 
do not represent the views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit 
length to 250 words. Letters should include the writer's full 
name, phone number, major and class standing.
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 
CA 93407 
By fax:
(805) 756-6784
By e-mail: mustan9dailv@h0tmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do
not send letters as an attachment. Please send the text in 
the body of the e-mail.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the 
correct format
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WASHINGTON —  An international panel convened by Agriculture Secretary Ann Veneman after the first U.S. case of mad cow dis­
ease called Wednesday for more restrictions on cattle feed, saying 
there's likely undiscovered cases among the nation's cattle.
Julie Quick, a spiikeswoman tor the department, said Veneman was 
hrieted t>n the panel’s conclusions and would consider its recommenda- 
tiiins, hut declined to comment further.
Cattle can he infected hy eating teed that contains hrain or spinal tis­
sue troni an animal sick with the hrain-wasting disease, which is caused 
hy a misshapen protein. The government now bans using any hlood, 
hrams and spinal cord trom cattle, sheep and goats in cattle teed, hut the 
panel said the disease still could he spread through other materials in teed.
Mad cow disease is a concern because humans can develop a hrain- 
wasting illness, variant Creutzfeldt-jakoh disease, from consuming 
intected beef prodiiCfS. The disease-eats holes in the hrain. f %
i • • • /
RAPID CITY, S.D, —  The form er w ife  of American Indian  
Movem ent co-founder Dennis Banks told Jurors Wednesday that 
she was w ith Anna Mae Aquash and others when Leonard Peltier 
bragged about killing tw o FBI agents in 1975.  ^ M
She also testitied that Peltier, also an AIM leader, believed A^iuash
J
l*' *
Darlene Nichols’ testitied at the trial of Arlo LcxikingÓoud, 50, a former 
AIM member accused of first-degree murder ija Aquash’s killing in late 1975.
.Aquash, a meml-ter of the Mi’kmaq Tribe of Canada, was an American 
Indian activist who was part ot the 1973 takeover bf Wounded Knee. She 
came to the Pine Ridge Indian Reservatibn in thè early 1970s when AIM 
was gaining strength.
Some have speculated AIM members killed Aquash because she knew 
some ot them were gtivernment spies. Others .said she was ordered killed 
because she herselt was an intormant.
• • •
ANCHORAGE, Alaska —  The Alaska Permanent Fund, created in 
1976 to capture part of the state's vast oil wealth, has grown to 
$27.7 billion, a sum so large its earnings underwrite handsome 
checks for every state resident.
Rut Alaska is running out of more conventional revenue to pay its 
hills, and Republican Gov. Frank Murkowski has raised the sensitive 
question of whether residents should trade part of their dividend checks 
for schools, police and roads.
A group lif 55 residents summoned hy Murkowski as the “Conference 
t>f Alaskans’’ convenes Tuesday to decide if the state’s most sacred cash 
cow should he sliced up to help pay for state government.
• • •
SALEM, Ore. —  Oregon Gov. Ted Kulongoski directed state 
agencies Wednesday to seek ways to protect vital services after 
voters rejected an $800 m illion tax increase, but said painful 
spending cuts are inevitable.
“There will he loss ot essential programs,’’ including lopping about 
50,000 low-income people from the state health plan, he said.
“Tliere will he- drastic consequences to st>me citizens,” the IX'iinKrat said. 
The proposed tax hike failed 59 percent to 41 percent. Rejection auto­
matically triggers $544 million in spending cuts on May 1.
It was the second time in a little more than a year that voters have 
turned down a tax hike passetl hy the Legislature to balance the budget.
—  Associated Press
World
TIKRIT, Iraq —  A senior U.S. commander said Wednesday that recent attacks in Iraq are the work of groups seeking to sabotage 
—  or gain leverage in —  a future independent Iraqi government that 
is due to take power by July.
Maj. Gen. Raymond Odierno, commander of the Army’s 4th Infantry 
Division, also predicted that ctialition forces would he able to crush the 
insurgency within a year, despite ct)ntinued American losses since the Dec. 
1 3 capture of Saddam Hussein.
“There are ethnic issues. People are luw positioning themselves to see 
what their role is in the next government, and they are doing it hy force,” 
Odierno said after a tour of this city, Saddam’s hometown. “They are trying 
to disrupt the way things are going so they can get a little advantage.”
Tlte U.S.-led Coalition Provisional Authority plans to hand over sover­
eignty to a provisional Iraqi government on June .30. The United Nations 
SLKin will dispatch a ream to Iracj to resolve differences between the Americans 
and the Shiite Muslim clergy over how to chix>se the new Iraqi leadership.
• • •
SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic —  A Dominican infant born 
with a second head will undergo a risky operation Friday to remove 
the appendage, which has a partially formed brain, ears, eyes and lips.
The surgery is complicated because the two heads share arteries.
Led hy a Los Angles-hased neurosurgeon who successfully separated 
Guatemalan twins, the medical team will spend about 13 hours removing 
Reheca Martinez’s second head.
The 18 surgeons, nurses and diKtors will cut off the undeveloped tissue, 
clip the veins and arteries and clo.se the skull of the 7-week-old baby using 
a bone graft from amnher part of her body.
• • •
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan —  The nuclear black market that let Iran, Libya 
and North Korea acquire weapons technology from Pakistan under the 
noses of international monitors raises suspicions that terror groups also 
acquired bomb components or plans, experts told The Associated Press.
A1 Qaeda apparently has shown interest in acquiring nuclear technolo­
gy. Two Pakistani nuclear scientists were detained in late 2001 after meet­
ing Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan on suspicion of giving away .secrets, 
but they were later released without being charged. The military, which 
controlled the weapons program, also is known to have elements who sym­
pathize with the Taliban and bin Laden.
Pakistan has for years denied spreading nuclear technology and claimed 
its arsenal was safe from extremists. But strong international pressure after 
Iranian revelations to the U.N. nuclear watchdog forced Islamabad to 
begin an investigatiiin of its weapons program in November. It admitted 
last month for the first time that scientists had leaked technology.
• • •
BANGKOK, Thailand —  Asia's human death toll from bird flu rose 
to IS  Wednesday while China addressed its broadening zone of 
infected poultry with a new bird flu headquarters and Singaporeans 
turned in pet chickens for slaughter.
Health experts say the wide range of the bird flu striking Asia’s poultry 
IxKcsts chances that the virus could mutate into a global menace for people, 
but say the disease is “nowhere close” to being declared a pandemic.
Most human cases have been traced directly ti> contact with sick birds, 
and altlmugh human-to-human transmission has not been ruled i>ut in the 
case of one Vietnamese family, the experts say there is no sign of a new 
strain that can easily infect many people.
—  Associated Press
College,KOlJftdup
Hu n t in g t o n , w.va. —  Most college students know that 
getting a higher education can 
cost them  m ore than just a 
pretty penny. As tuition costs 
increase, students begin budgeting 
for living expenses, food, parking 
and most of all, expensive text­
books.
A new' study shows the blame 
for the rising costs of textbooks 
could go-Wvv^nd fhe uni­
versity 101:
How thi' cufrvnt of the
textbook industry ^dnve up the 
cost TT  college ' tex tb ooks,” 
relea^eH T^  ^ published
inforination on the tricks the
ifes jto mg 
of
;n more 
studentsmonqy o 
everyi^PSlf.'
Studw ifs s;Tcntl"tffr*^erage of 
$900 per year in textbook costs 
that 24
nercenc iq seven ve^ pMmlfB^ corilinu 
to thc-study. n ie mojai^iif^nsive 
booUs are a res'ufPn/TexjJ><Bw pub- 
1 i sh ersseTTi?i5*^'’t pac k ages
containing CD-ROMs and work­
books, which 65 percent of profes- 
.sors admitted to “rarely” or 
“never” using.
• • •
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. —  
Twice as many college students 
are depressed now compared 
to 13 years ago, according to  a 
study by the Am erican  
Sociology Association. The 
study, which was ctinducted at 
Kansas State University, also said 
three times as many students are 
inclined to have suicidal thoughts.
“This study is based upon stu­
dents w’ho sought help. We saw 
approximately 1,000 students 
each year,” said Fred Newton, 
director of counseling services at 
Kansas State.
Newton said the reason the 
study received national attention 
was that “very few people have 
done long-term studies of college 
students.”
—  University Wire
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HACKIN'IT UP
Com m unity more important than competition for footbaggers
The man breaks a sweat <is he jumps, luips and spins while praeticinji moves dubbed 
"pixie,” “buttertly," “ejjjjbeater" and 
“mullet.” Three triends watch, occa­
sionally iitterinji praise and helpful 
comments.
Passersby are reminded of the 
jack in the Box commercial tor 
Southwest chicken sahkl with lonjj- 
hairei.1, flannel-clad. Northwestern 
men kickinjj around a blacky Sack, 
but tor members of the t^al Poly 
bdotbaj» Club, this is more than a 
hobby —  it’s a sport. A way of life.
"People don’t realize this is a 
lifestyle, like surfinjj; or skateboard­
ing:,” club president and computer 
science senior Dat Phan said. 
"People spend a lot of money every 
year to attend national events and 
meet other people involved in foot- 
baj:.
“l’\ e played with uiiys who can do 
tricks I can’t even imaj:ine doinj:,” 
Lavennj: said. “They always recoj:- 
ni:e and conj:ratulate you when you 
do something: that’s y;ood for you. It’s 
a very supportive atmosphere.”
The sport of footbaj: is jjaininj: 
popularity internationally, particu­
larly in European countries, but still 
lacks recognition in Am erican  
mainstream culture.
Phan said footbag is mostly 
played in the Czech Republic and 
Finland but is jjaininj: momentum in 
other countries. One example is 
j.ipan, where Pepsi recently had a 
promotion involving: free footbaj>s 
with the purchase of the company’s 
jiroducts.
Members of the footbaj: club 
attribute the lack of popularity in 
the United States to the negative 
as.sociation of the sport with “ston-
----------- -— ;— ;--------------- ——----- —------- ;----——  ers,” and the false belief
Ix’ople don t realize this IS a lifestyle, like ^
surfing or skiitehoarding. People spend a waster for skaters and
lot of money every year to attend national I'"PP '‘-‘s-
I '  ^ . 1 ■ I I -  “For the record, Pmeverits and m eet other people involved in , ,  ^ , ,' * not a skater and have
foothag. never skateboarded,”
Dat Phan Laverinj» said.
Cal Poly Footbag Club president organized
________________________________________________  Footbaggers Anonymous
last year and later 
the organization thePhan said one of the best aspects 
of footbag is the community because 
“everyone is so desperate to find 
someone new to play with,” Phan 
said. “The elitism that exists in 
many other sports is almost absent. 
If you’re a novice, players will wel­
come you in their circle and try to 
help get you going.”
Fellow club member and comput­
er engineering junior Ryan Lavering 
agreed with this depiction of the 
close-knit community.
renamed
Footbag Club. He said there is no 
official membership, club dues or 
formal club meetings.
“Usually we just have practice 
sessions,” Phan said. “I haven’t got­
ten much response from the stu­
dents on campus. 1 think people 
don’t participate because they feel 
intimidated, and they don’t believe 
they have the necessary ability.”
Phan and i)ther members said the 
notion of natural-born footbag skills
i.s impractical, yet keeps 
people from playing and the 
sport from becoming popu­
lar.
“1 dr>n’t think (footbag) 
will ever catch on as a 
major sport because it’s not 
that easy,” club member and 
m echanical engineering 
senior Paul Avanzino .said.
“People seem to like sports 
that they can easily pick up 
and d(.>es not frustrate 
them .”
.Avanzino recrimmended 
playing with other people 
when learning how to foot­
bag. He said it is easy to 
become frustrated when 
playing alone, which causes 
many ti) lose their focus.
Lavering said it also takes 
a certain type r)f individual 
and mindset to be successful 
at huitbag.
“Footbag players Unik at 
someone doing a really hard 
trick and think, ‘1 could di) 
that,’ instead of, ‘1. could 
never do that,”’ Lavering 
said. “Not everyone thinks 
that way.”
Phan said the public 
needs to realize that “foot­
bag is nothing like the jack 
In The Box commercial,” 
because it is physically and 
mentally demanding.
The two popular forms of 
footbag, freestyle and foot­
bag net, require stamina, 
flexibility and balance.
Freestyle is the most com ­
mon footbag sport and involves ere- execution.
ating different com binations of The Cal Poly Footbag Club held a 
tricks. Competitors are judged on freestyle footbag competition at Cal 
choreography, difficulty, variety and Poly on Nov. 22 with about 25 par-
Cal Poly Footbag President D at Phan is in 
encouraging ntore people to  ge t involved
MATT WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY
charge o f organ izing events and  
in the  foo tbag  lifestyle.
ticipants. Most of the competitors 
were from Southern California, but
see FOOTBAG, page 9
Must present coupon prior to diagnostic
10% OFF
Transmission
12330 Los Osos Valley Rd. T C p a ir  O f  S C rv iC C
783-0230
May not be combined with any other offer
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Cal Poly T h ea ter
Ja n  30  8:00j)m 
Ja n  31 8:()0pni 
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F eb  5 8:()0pin 
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Electric Bikes
Scooters
Kits
IBe Smart. Go Electric.
Say goodbye to parking hassles.
-no fees -no gas -no traffic
Zip between classes 
Environmentally friendly 
Whisper quiet
Hour»: Tue». -Sat. 10-Spm * Sun. Noon-Spm
www.PacificElectricCycies.com
2I6I-B Broad St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
Next to Fatte's Pizza 
tel: 80S-S94-0110
CompifmeiiUryCúntímtsIditikñist IthRomCofke 
fbotitidSpMc^ hftem m  Tet, Ccftííeá Cookiâê 
15Minutes toñeécím, Wìn^iesà GtM
Close tor  í v u .  (M 0)549-2m
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Fremont Theatre 541-2141
VALID TODAY ONLY!!!
IN THE BIG FREMONT 
LORD OF THE RINGS: RETURN 
OF THE KING (PO-u )
Fri 4:15 S:30 Sat-Sun 12:00 4:15 8:30 
__________ Mon-Ttiur 4:15 8:30__________
"BLUE HAWAir-ElvIs Presley 1961
TUE 2AJAH Social 7« ); Screening 7:30
THE PERFECT SCORE (PG-13)
Fri 2:45 500 7:15 9 45 
Sat-Sun 12:15 2:45 S:M 7:15 9:45 
Mon-Ttwr 2 45 500 7:15 9:45
BUTTERFLY EFFECT (PG-13)
Fri 3:30 8:15 700 
Sat-Sun 12 45 3:30 6:15 900 
Mon 3:30 6:15 9:00 Tua-Thur 3 30 6:15 900
THE LAST SAMURAI (R)
Fri 6:15 Sat-Sun 12:30 6:15 
Mon/We<l/Thur 6:15
THE COOLER (R)
Fri 3:45 9:30 Sat-Sun 3 45 9:30 
Mon 3:45 9:30 Tue 3:45 Wed-Thur 3:45 9:30
ALONG CAME POLLY (PG-13)
Fri 2:30 5:00 7:30 10 00 
Sat-Sun 11 45 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00 
Mon-Thur 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00
BIG FISH (PQ-13)
Fri 3:00 6:00 9:00 
Sat-Sun 12:00 3:00 6.00 9:00 
Mon-Thur 3:00 6 00 9:00
I SOMETHING'S GOTTA GIVE (PQ-13) |
Fri 3:30 6:30 9:30 Sat 12:30 3:30 10:00 
Sun 12:30 3 30 6 30 9 30 
Mon-Thur 3:30 6:30 9:30
BIG BOUNCE (PG-13)
Fri 2:4r8':TST5k 10«)
Sat-Sun 12:15 2:45 5:15 7:45 10:00 
Mon-Thur 2:45 5:15 7:45 1000
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN (PG)
Fri 2:00 4 Is S a t- '^n T l 45 2:00 4:15 
Mon-Thur 2:00 4:15
MASTER & COMMANDER (PG-13)
Fri 6:30 9:3o“^'a?Sun 6:30 9:30 
Mon-Thur 6:30-9:30 
COLD MOUNTAIN (R)
I Fri 3:00 6:15 9:15 Sat-Sun 1200 300 6:15 9:15 | 
Mon-Thur 300 6:15 9:15
WIN A DATEW/TAD HAMILTON,.^.,
Fri 2:(504:ii5l7O0 9 45 
Sat-Sun 11:30 2:00 4:30 700 9:45 Mon-Thur 
2:00 4:30 7:00 9:45
MIRACLE (PG)
Sneali Previaiiv Sat 7:00
Student Discounts
available ai both theatres
FOOTBAG
continued from page 8
Mustang Daily
Phan plans to ortj;anize a similar event 
next year it em)ugh fixithaggers are 
willing to come hack.
Foothag net is similar to court 
games such as tennis or volleyball. 
Players use only their feet to kick the 
foothag over a five-foot-high net. 
CJames can he played to 11 tir 15 
jxjints.
In 1972, John Stalherger and Mike 
Marshall invented fcxithag in Oegon, 
according to the International 
F(X)thag Player’s Ass<Kiation. Tliey 
called the game Hack the Sack, trade­
marked the Hacky Sack and promoted 
the product and game to the general 
public. While marketing the Hacky 
Sack to the public, they created the 
tenn “fcxjthag” for the sport itself.
Since the game’s invention, 
Stalherger formed the National Hacky 
Sack Asstxiation and stdd the rights 
for the Hacky Sack foothag to 
Kransco. The result is the mass-pro­
duced, criKrheted heanhag sold in 
stores nationwide.
Phan said ftxjtbaggers do not use 
Hacky Sacks. They prefer smaller, 
lighter heanhags made of a synthetic
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fabric known as ficile. These hags cost 
anywln're from $5 to $10 and are hard 
to find in stores. Members of the fixit- 
hag community purchase ftx)thags 
frt)m each iJther and from online 
stores.
A fiHithag is the only required 
equipment for freestyle, hut most com­
petitors wear mesh Rcxl Liver Adidas 
because they are lightweight and have 
flat surfaces. Phan said it is common 
for people to cut holes in their shcxis 
and to wear the same .shixis for years 
Ixicause they become soft aiul broken 
in.
Students wary of buying a new pair 
of shiK's can still participate in the 
sport, Phan said it is easiest to play 
fixitbag with sluxis that have flat, non- 
slippery surfaces.
Cal Poly Fixitbag Club members 
encourage all interested students to try 
the sport, even if they have no prior 
experience.
“Come out and play with us,’’ 
havering said. “We’re always willing to 
help anyone that wants to play. Have 
fun and learn a thing or two.’’
Students can e-mail Phan at 
dhphan@calpoly.edu to be added to 
the club list. Students on Phan’s e- 
mail list are contacted with times and 
dates of freestyle foothag practices.
OnlUQ^
I«
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San Luis Properties
Kimberly Conti
Broker-Associate
5 3 9  Marsh St. • SLO • 783 -4 4 2 6
Call Kim Today For All of Your Housing Needs!
VALBU3SWE
S A L E
2 0 -5 0 J g  O F F  
ê
Thursdays
2 0 %  O F F  clothing & accessories
■how studont l.d .
Guys ft G irls Cloth! nj 
Glass Pieces
BC Ethic 
Root Troop 
KiKwear 
Steady 
Shameless 
Red Engine 
Groggy 
KlKgirl
Gifts
t
The Women’s Center
C.ool CMlc,h 0\^  C^kVipuSj
j e s s  l e f t  L M u m . a \ A .
• 5 year. Biology major
• Before leaving Cal Poly she wants lo start a media 
awurcnc.ss movement
• WluU she envisions in her future- traveling, getting into 
conservation gcMietics, and see what cards life deals and 
then go from there
• 1 low she dctlnes herself as a woman - A woman who is 
independent and docs not always conform to typical roles 
for women
• Words of wisdom -- He aware of yourself, strip away all 
that you have ami go from there
• (Tal Poly Professor that she won’t forget- Professor 
(\ishing who said that “its all bulkshil’’
If you w ant to nominate a Cool Chick on Campus come to 
the Women’s Center- Upstairs UU217
1 l O ^ ^ n t a  R o s a  S t r e e t  (ne>dto
SUSTAINABILITY
New restaurant strives to keep it green
By Kendra Hodges
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
On Saturday afternoons, Maegen 
and Jeffrey Loring pull their produce- 
loaded wagon around the Madiinna 
Plaza farmers’ market, hand-picking 
the season’s best tor The Park, their 
new, Calitornia-fusion restaurant in 
historic Railroad Square on Osos 
Street.
Before the doors opened, the 
Lorings made a con.seious decision to 
make their restaurant environmental­
ly sustainable.
California’s ethnic diversity is 
reflected in The Park’s menu, which 
Maegen likes to call “California-rus­
tic’’ with diverse plates such as an 
arugula and grilled pears appetizer to 
main course favorites like Tuscan 
style T-bone.
Daughter and manager Anna 
Capotaci has years of experience at 
Jardinière in San Francisco, a restau­
rant that was deemed the Most Green 
Restaurant in the Bay Area for 2000-
01.
Creen-Bin 
program for 
Francisco, 
would like
IS
Waste, a composting 
restaurants in San 
something Capotaci 
to see implemented
throughout the rest of California.
“It would he great if something like 
Green-Bin Waste could happen in 
our community,” Caporael said. “Our 
dream would he to have a Cal Poly 
student do it for a senior project.”
The family feels comfortable where 
they are currently hut as time goes on, 
they said they will he able to accom­
plish more sustainable practices.
“We work to he sustainable, which 
is a challenge to get everything 
organic in a small, remote area,” 
Maegen said.
But asking questions on the prac­
tices of the farms they buy produce 
from has made a difference in their 
effectiveness, she said.
“Farmers realized the need, did 
research and are working to farm in 
a more sustainable m anner,” 
Maegen said.
The family aspired to leave a gixid 
legacy behind.
“At one point, we will all have to 
operate environmentally sustain­
able,” Caporael said. “Thinking about 
it now, we have an advantage and we 
can spread the word with other busi­
nesses so we won’t he in (a danger­
ous) situation in the future.”
Taking the extra mile to he sus­
tainable, however, is not always more 
costly. It takes effort to make it work.
“Sustainability and cost-effective­
ness can work together,” Caporael 
said. “With the composting alone, we 
saved $400 a month on the garbage 
hill.”
Through spreading the word to 
other community entities, the fami­
ly’s conscience living ethics brings 
hope to the future.
“We believe every business has a 
role to play in sustainability,” 
Caporael said. “Small steps make a 
big difference in the end when every 
business works to create a more sus­
tainable future.”
How are Grammy nominations picked, anywayi?
By Pooja Patel
DAILY TROJAN (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA)
LOS ANGELES —  The Grammys 
is one of the oldest award shows still 
running, consistently receiving more 
than 20 million viewers. Despite its 
popularity, viewers rarely know the 
intricacies of the selection pnxzess, a 
pnKess that reveals why certain artists 
win while others appear to he 
snubbed.
The Grammy Awards are given by 
the National Academy of Recording 
Arts Sciences Inc., also known as 
the Recording Academy. Since its 
conception in 1957, the Recording 
Academy aims for the promotion of 
the cultural conditions 
and overall lifestyle of C O I l ^ l l l O n t d r y  
all the people asstKiat- ~ ”
ed with the creation of music. This 
includes everyone assiKiated with the 
making of a record, from the artists to 
hehind-the-scene contributors such as 
pnxJucers and engineers.
What began as a TV special called 
“The F\est On Record” has grown into 
tixJay’s Grammy Awards ceremony.
presented live and featuring major 
recording artists from diverse genres. 
The Grammys are peer-presented 
awards, valuing “artistic achievement, 
technical proficiency and overall 
excellence in the recording industry, 
without regard to album sales or chart 
position,” in the words of the 
Recording Academy.
The selection priH:ess begins when 
artists, technical crew and record 
companies .submit entries to contest 
for the Grammy Awards. These 
entries are scanned and the eligible 
entries are placed in specific cate­
gories.
These scanning sessions are held by 
a diverse group of about 150 experts 
who divide music into 
28 different fields, with 
105 categories within 
those fields. The academy’s voting 
members then select five finalists in 
each category, who are nominated as 
the finalists for the Grammy Awards.
To help ensure the quality of the 
voting, members are directed to vxite 
only within their fields of expertise 
and return their ballots to an inde­
pendent acciJunting firm that does the 
ballot counting.
Lists of the finalists are then sent to 
voting members of the Recording 
Academy with second-round ballots. 
The votes are counted in secrecy by 
the same independent accounting 
firm resp<insihle for the first set of bal­
lots.
Finally, the results are delivered in 
sealed envelopes to the Grammy 
Awards show, where the winners are 
revealed to the artists, peers and pub­
lic during the awards presentation cer­
emony.
Though this selection pnxzedure 
seems to he fixilpnxjf, scJine argue that 
it may he influenced by the member­
ship of the panel of the voting mem­
bers. But with the panel size of 150 
experts, chances of bias are mini­
mized, as the votes of all 150 mem­
bers, with each utilizing experience, 
are considered.
The 46th Annual Grammy Awards 
will he presented in Los Angeles at 
the Staples Center on Sunday, Feb. 8. 
The show will he broadcast on the 
CBS Television Network at 8 p.m.
T a n n i n g  C e n t e r s
L a r g e s t  Ta n n i n g  C e n t e r s  
ON THE CENTRAL COAST
J e w E.x t e n d e d  H a p p y  H o u r  S p e c i a l
Ha lf O ff  Ta n s o n  a ll  Bed s
MON-FRI ÔPM-10PM 
Sun  10am-3 pm
1 Mo n t h
U N L I M I T E D  T a n n i n g
$ 2 9
Regular Beds
$ 3 9
Black Beauty
.'S4I-ö5.'jO: -Wl-qis7.'i
I 1 Mo n t h  T a n n i n g  I
F r e e
I j Buy 1 month tanning at reg [trice, 1 
gel 2nrl month tanning free *
I®:.'$41-5000: 4ttl 4 b 7 J
C r e d i t  C a r d s  a c c ' e r t e d
5 6 4  (B IO F O R N IA  St. SLO c l o s e  t o  c a l  po ly  541-5550 
1527 G r a n d  Av e . G r o v e r  B e a c h  461-9675
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Kerry blocked Big 
Dig, got donations
W ASH IN G TO N  (A D  —  A 
Soniilc ci'llcayue was tryinu to close 
a loophole that allowed a maji>r 
insurer to divert millions ot federal 
dtillars from the nation’s most 
expensive cttnstruction pn>ject. 
john Kerry stepped in and blocked 
the lejiislation.
Over the next two years, the 
insurer, American International 
Cjroup, paid Kerry’s way on a trip to 
Vermont and donated at least 
$ 3 0 ,0 0 0  t(,> a tax-exem pt ¡^roup 
Kerry used to set up his presidential 
campai^jn. Company executives 
donated $18 ,000 t(» his Senate and 
presidential campaigns.
Were the two connected? Kerry 
says not.
Rut to some p;overnment watch­
dog's, the tale i>t the Massachusetts 
senator’s 2000  intervention, 
detailed in di>cuments obtained hy 
The Associated Press, is a textbook 
case ot the special interest politick­
ing: that Kerry rails against on the 
presiilential trail.
“The idea that Kerry has not 
helpetl or benefited from a specific 
special interest, which he has said, is 
utterly absurd,’’ said Charles Lewis, 
head of the Center for Public 
Integrity that just published a b(U)k 
tm political donations to presiden­
tial candidates.
“.■Xnyone who yets millions of 
dollars over time, and thousands of
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in more ways than one:
dollars from specific donors, knows 
there’s a >ymbiotic relationship. He 
needs the donors’ immey. The 
donors need favors. Welcmiie to 
Washinytivn. That is how it works,” 
Lewis said.
The documents obtained by AP 
provide a window into Kerry’s 
involvement in a two-decade-old 
hiyhway and tunnel construction 
project in his home state ot 
Massachusetts. Known as the “Riy 
Piy,” it had become infamous for its 
multi-billion dollar cost overruns.
Kerry’s office confirmed 
Wednesday that as member of the 
Senate Commerce Committee he 
persuaded committee chairman John 
McCain, R-A ri:., to drop a provision 
that would have stripped $150 mil­
lion from the project and ended the 
insurance fundiny loophole.
The Massachusetts I'femocrat 
actually was anyered by the loop­
hole but didn’t want money stripped 
from the project because it would 
hurt his constituents who needed 
the Roston project finished, spokes­
woman Stephanie Cutter said.
W hen the “AIG investment 
scheme (cam e) to liyht, john Kerry 
called for public hearinys to investi- 
yate the parties invtdved and the 
leyality of the investment practices. 
Httwever, he firmly believed cuttiny 
fundiny for the Riy Piy was not the 
answer,” Cutter said.
• Fines for runniny a re».! liyht ;iveraye $286.
• Yellow means “slow down,” not “speed up.” 
Cars with the yreen liyht may nt>t see a car 
runnmy a yelK>w or red liyht.
• Practice defensive driviny ~ reckless driviny 
can turn into a.ssault with a deadly weap»>n.
Y(tu are not an action hert>. Stop when its red.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Very virile 
7 Sent off
15 Covent Garden 
landmark
17 Showy show
18 Dedicated lines
19 Much, slangily
20 Sarong's lack
21 Frontier scout's 
discovery
23 Dimwit
24 Attach
27 Way
30 Crossing user, 
for short
31 Having an easy 
time of it
35 Cinematic pair 
of 1991
39 Like some fine 
linen
40 Name affix: 
Abbr.
6
10
43 River through 
Yakutsk
44 Some are bitter
45 Joy Adamson’s 
"Forever Free;
_ __Pride"
47 Second hand; 
Abbr.
49 Is a contender
50 Harden
53 One on the 
books
56 Way to sign
60 Gets very hot
61 Some 
frameworks
62 Distinguished
DOWN
1 Mythical craft
2 Whites or darks, 23
eg-
3 Football's 24 
Alzado
4 Kid's cry 25
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Edited by Will Shortz
European 
skyline sight
Seasons of 
celebration
Magicianlike
February figure
Piane-)umping 
G.l
German 
physicist
Get very hoi
Performance 
enhancer
Hobby, e.g.
Held
[)ebate list
Places behind 
curtains
They’re in a 
kingdom
Women con 
esposos
Nova Scotia 
hrs.
Code word
Randomizer
It fell in the Old 
Testament
Starfire of 60’s 
autodom
Dimwit
“Sabrina the 
Teenage Witch” 
actor Richert
Put on 
___trip
Dot-commer’s 
dream, tor short
Center of 
religious 
authority
No. 1226
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Punte by ftebarv H. Wolf*
38 Life-altering 
people?: Abbr.
40 Sicken
41 Poet Wylie
42 Nagana carrier
46 Cremains. e.g.
47 Cultural doings
48 Mind
50 Loved one
b' 153 ‘,S
51 Zip
52 Huntsman 
Center team
53 Alternative to 
dieting, briefly
54 “They have
prepared___
for my steps”; 
Psalms 57:6
55 Ginger Rogers
song “___ in the
Money"
57 Paris's Gare de
58 Very good, in 
the hood
59 O lead-in
For answers, call 1-900-286 5656, $1.20 a minute: or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year). 
Crosswords for young solvers: The Learning Network, 
nytimes. corTVlearnin^xwords.
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^ U N IV F R S n  V SQ U ARE
open 7 doys a week
( X i!R p a y
D O W N T O W N
open 7 days a week
T h u x a d a y
F e b r u a r y  5 t h
------------------- ---------------------------------
F e b r u a r y  6 t h
S a t u r d a y
F e b r u a r y  7 t h
S u n d a y
F e b r u a r y  8 * ^
M o n d a y
F e b r u a r y  9 t h
A ïp ix a t  O a m n i a  O n v e g a
^ i z z a  ^  W o o d s t o c k ' s  
< & .  V i d e o  S c a v e n ^ r  H u n t  
r u e e t  @  A O O  h o u s e  
5 p m
S n a c k s / B o n i l r e / O t h e r  
M e e t  @  A O O  h o u s e  
5 p m
S p e c i a l  D i t u i e r  @  A O O  
h o u s e  6 ; 3 0 p m
B B Q  a n d  S p o r t s  D a y  @  
P i s m o  m e e t  @  A G O  h o u s e  
2 p m
I r t v i t e  D u m e r
G a m m a  R h o
♦ ♦ B B Q  o n  M o t t  L a w n  
6 - 8 p m
S m o k e r  a n d  S l i d e s h o w  @  
A O R  h o u s e  6 ' 3 0 p m
N O  E V E N T N O  E V E N T N O  E V E N T
B e t a  T h e t a  P i
B e t a  B o x i n g  @  B e t a  
T h e t a  P r  h o u s e  7 . 9 p m
S p a g h ^ ^ t t i  S u r p r i s e  @  B e t a  
h o u s e  T B A
O p e n  H o u s e  @  B e t a  
l v : > u s e  2 p m
♦ ♦ S m o k e r  V e r a n d a  C a i ¥  
T B A  ( I N V I T E  O N L Y I )
N O  E V E N T
D e l t a  C h i
■•“ ‘ ■ P i z z a ,  B o w l i n g ,  &  
P o o l  M u s t a n g  L a n e s  
5 - 7 p m
L u a u  @  D e l t a  C h i  h o u s e  
6 - 9 p m
B e a c h  D a y  @  P i s m o  
1 2 - 4 p m
D u u i e r  w i t h  t l i e  B r o t h e r s  
3 - 7 p m
S m o k e r
( I N V I T E  O N L Y . )  .
D e l t a  S i s p m . a  P h i
M u d  W r e s t l i n g  @  D S P  
h o u s e  7 - 9 p m
C a s i n o  N i g h t  D S P  
h o u s e  7 . 1 0 p m
V o l l e y b ^  4 ^  8 6 Q  @  
D S P  I v o u s e  1 2 > 3 p m
S m o k e r  @  D S P  T B A
I n t e r v i e w s  @  D S P  
T B A
D e l t a  U ÿ e i l o n N O  E V E N T M o v i e  n i g h t  6 - 1 0 p m
S p o r t s  d a y  a n d  B B Q  
1 1  - 4 p m
S m o k e r  7 - 1 0 p m N O  E V E N T
K a p p a  C h i
P a s t a  4 b  P o k e r  @  
K a p p a  C h i  h o u s e  6 -  
9 p m
♦ ♦ B o w l i n g r P t z z a / B i U i a i d s  
@ M u s t a n g  L a n e s  6 . 8 p m
B E K 2  ( Q  K X  h o u s e  
1 2 - 3 p m
N O  E V E N T
S l i d e s h o w  @  K X  h o u s e  
7 . 1 0 p m
I C i ^ p a  S i | p m a
'•■'•‘ K a p p a  S i g m a  e v e n t  i n  
U U  p l a z a  5  7 p m
L . a m l » d a  C h i  A l p h a
B B Q  A l p h a  P h i  
h o u s e  5 - 7 p m
¿ l i d e s K o w  B B Q  
L a m b d a  C h i  h o u s e
t > u n k  T a n k  Q  L a m b d a  
C h i  h o u s e  1 2 > 4 p m
Ò a s u a l  N i g h t  ^  L a m b d a  
C h i  h o u s e
N O  E V E N T
P h i  D e l t a  T h e t a
'•'■•‘ B B Q  o n  P . A . C .  L a w n  
1 2 - 2 p m
I n  ' N '  O u t  B u r g e r s  &  
s l i d e s h o w  w f  A l p h a  P h i  
@  P h i  D e l t a  T h e t a  h o u s e  
5 - 7 p m
N i g h t  E v e n t  w /  a  
s o r o r i t y
♦ ♦ P i z z a  4 b  B o w l i n g  @  
M u s t a n g  L a n e s  1 2 - 2 p m
I n t e r v i e w s  @  P h i  D e l t a  
T h e t a  h o u s e  7 . 9 p m  
( I N V I T E  O N L Y » )
P h i  K a p p a  P t i
“•“ ^ B o w l i n g ,  B i l l i a r d s  @  
M u s t a n g  L a n e s  7 - 9
8 a j a  j f ^ r e s h  T a c o s  4 b  
M a z g a r i t a s  @  t h e  K a p p a  
A l p h a  T h e t a  h o u s e  
5 * 7 p m
S t e a k s  4 b  C i g a r s  @  t h e  
P h i  K a p p a  P s i  h o u s e  6 -  
1 0 p m  ( I N V I T E  
O N L Y » )
N O  E V E N T
I n t e r v i e i v s  
( I N V I T E  O N L Y » )
P h i  S i ^ ( m a  K a p p a
♦ ■ • ‘ B B Q  o n  P  A . C .  L a w n  
4 - 6 p m
O f T r o a d i n g  4 p m
S p o r t s  D a y  1 2 - 3 p m  
S t i d e s K o w  7 p m
S p e c i a l  E v e n t  1 2 p m  
( I N V I T E  O N L Y f )
N O  E V E N T
P i  K a p p a  A l p h a
♦ ♦ j ^ i z z a  « ¿ 1 8 o w U n g  Q  
M u s t a n g  L a n e s  4 > 6 p m
$ t i b s  &  ¿ l i d e s Q  P i  K a p p a  
A l p h a  h o u s e  5 - 7 p m
E v e i u n g  w f  O a m m a  P h i  
B e t a  5 . 7 p m
I n t e r v i e w s
( I N V I T E  O N L Y I )
F i r e s i d e  7 . 9 p m
S i ^ p t n a  A l p h a  E ÿ a i i o n
B B Q  Q  O a m m a  P h i  
B e t a  h o u s e  6 - S p m
^ j U d e s M w  ^  A l p h a  C h i  
O m e g a  h o u s e  7 - 9 p m
P i z z a  o t h e r  e v e n t s  
T B A
N O  E V E N T
S m o k e r  Q  3 6 ^  
H a t h w a y  7 - 9 p m
S i ^ p n a  N u
♦ ♦ C h i c k e n  B o w l  i n  t h e  
U U  4 - 6 p m
B B Q  @  S i g m a  N u  h o u s e  
3 - 6 p m
C a s i n o  H i | ^  K a p p a  
A l p h a  T K e t a  
t f . 8 p m
S m o k e r  w i t h  t h e  l a d i e s  o f  
S i g m a  K a p p a  2 . 4 p m
N O  E V E N T
S i s m a  P h i  E ) p a i l o n
■ ♦ ♦ S t e a k s  A -  S h a k e s  o n  
M o t t  L a w n  5 - 7 p m
C o c k  ' n  T a i l  S o c i a l  < 9  
S i g e p  h o u s e  6 . 8 p m
( ! : a s i n o  M i i h t  ^  l ^ i g s p  
h o u s e  6 . 1 0 p m
N O  E V E N T
S m o k e r  ^  ^ i g s p  h o u s e  
7 - l O p m
T a u  K a p p a  E ^ a l l e n
♦ ♦ B a s k e t b a l l  i n  U U  
p l a z a  5 - 7 p m
'• ‘ ♦ T a u  K a p p a  E p s i l o n  
e v e n t  i n U U  p l a z a  1 2 -  
2 p m  S m o k e r  @  T B A  6 .  
^ P m
N O  E V E N T
I n t e r v i e w s  
( I N V I T E  O N L Y » )
N O  E V E N T
T h e t a  C h i
^  co
H  ^
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Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
H elp W an ted
Growing Co. in Goleta looking for 
Technical Account Manager.
If you like technology & want a 
career in sales, this is the job for 
you! Training available for 
motivated grads! Benefits, 401K, 
stock opts., profit share.
Email; careers@govplace.com
We are a sporting good reseller 
looking to fill retail/warehouse 
positions. Computer skill desired 
as well as inline skating exp. if 
possible. Mgmnt opportunity for 
right person F/T and P/T available. 
Apply in person at 
Inline Warehouse 
3285 South Higuera St. in SLO, 
no phone calls please.
Make Money 
taking Online Surveys 
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys 
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups 
Visit
www.cash4students.com/cpsu
Camp Wayne for Girls 
Children’s sleep-away camp, 
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/18- 
8/15/04) If you love children and 
want a caring, fun environment we 
need female staff as Directors and 
Instructors for: Tennis, Golf, 
Gymnastics, Swimming, 
Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports, 
Cheerleading, Ropes, 
Camping/Nature, Drama, Video, 
Ceramics, Batik, Silkscreen, Guitar, 
Jewelry, Piano, Photography, 
Aerobics, Martial Arts.
Other positions: Group Leaders, 
Administrative/Driver, Nurses 
(RN’s). On campus interviews 
February 14th. Apply online at 
www.campwaynegirls.com or call
H elp W an ted  I A n n o u n ce m e n ts I Rental H o u sing
Wanted: Spring/Summer 
Interns
Must be rebels, innovators, 
dissenters, seeking leadership 
outside the box.
Average pay: $13,300 
888-450-9675
twestbrookOI @ collegeworks.com
T'Shirt Printer
Part-time 10-15 hrs/week 
Can train. Atascadero 
466-6609 or email 
jobs@asapshirts.com for 
application!
A n n o u n ce m e n ts
Fraternities - Sororities 
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this 
semester with a proven 
CampusFundraiser 3 hour 
fundraising event. Our free 
programs make fundrais­
ing easy with no risks. 
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, 
so get with the program! It works. 
Contact CampusFundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com
Graduating soon? Peace Corps 
Recruiter in UU217 MW 1-4 
756-5835.
peacecorps @ calpoly.edu
Tibetan Buddhist 
Meditation and Dharma 
Teachings
with Lama Khedrub and 
students. Ongoing on Wed.
evenings, 7-9 pm 
See www.bodhipath-west.org 
or call 528-1388, 528-2495
Don’t miss out on the
Coyote Ugly 
Girls
SLO Brew 
Thursday Nights
Cash paid for CDs, DVDs, Video 
games, LPs and more 
Cheap Thrills & Recycled 
Records 712 Marsh Street,
San Luis Obispo
G ET YOUR CLA SSIFIED  
AD IN NOW!!
Cam pus Clubs
2004 Homecoming 
Committee 
Application available 
www.homecoming.calpoly. 
edu
Rental H o using
SLO master bedroom w/ bath 
quiet, quick access to 101, 
no pets, call 544-4239
3 bdrm, 1.5 ba, 2 car garage. 
New applicances $1800/mo 
234-3370
MUST FILL
SINGLE ROOM 
in a 5 Bedroom, 1 Bath, W/D 
big backyard
Great house, good location, 
close to school. $420 + utilities. 
Call or email for more info.
441-0985 (Brooke), 
brooklyn_1044 @ hotmail.com
Townhouse for rent!
Avail. ASAP!
1 b d /1 ba, balcony & huge 
kitchen. Less than 5 min. walk to 
Poly! 1-2 people $825-t-dep 
Call 415-302-6738 or 
jes554@ yahoo
Room for rent!
395 Highland Dr. only a mile to 
campus. Pool table. Hot tub in 
works. Med. sized backyard. 
Laundry facilities, own room. 
$500 + utilities. Call Steve 
805-459-1462 or 
Lee 831-262-2697
H om es For Sale
Free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO call 
Nelson Real Estate 
546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
Let that Special Valentine know 
that you care! Put a
LoveClassified
in for Valentine’s Day!!!
Call 756-1143, ask for Christ!
For Sale
Business Cards by TAGA
Professional printing at 
affordable rates. Pick up an 
order form at the Graphic 
Communication Office (Bldg. 26, 
rm. 207). For more info or price 
specifications, contact Jessica 
Smith at jsmith03@calpoly.edu
Lost and Found
Please read!!!
Lost Nikon 3100 Digital 
Cam era
Last had at Delta Sigma 
Phi
Jan  9, 2004 Friday night.
Please help and call 
805-756-8403 or 805-415- 
4490
Thank you so much. My 
cam era means a lot to me!!
Com m ents
“Just because I’m on a diet
doesn't mean I can't
Surprise your Valentine with a 
Valentine Classified!!
Call Christi 756-1143 or stop in 
at the Mustang Daily 26-226
Needed: Smart, funny, sensitive, 
handsome males for Valentine’s 
Day. Must be single.
Call the girls in Mustang Daily 
Advertising 756-1143
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UMass hires McCutcheon
•Cal Poly athletic 
director leaves for 
Atlantic-10 conference 
school
By Dan W atson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The University of Massachusetts 
formally named Cal Poly athletic 
director John McCutcheon as the 
new athletic director of the 
Minutemen in a press conference 
Wednesday.
M cCutcheon leaves Cal Poly 
after 12 years of work. His accolades 
include graspinji a Division 11 pro­
gram and pulling it into Division I 
in 1994, leading the majority of the 
Mustang sports into the Big West 
Conference and achieving upgraded 
facilities in numerous sports.
“He’s done an extraordinary job 
in managing the program and 
understanding the importance of 
student-athlete academic success,” 
said President Warren Baker 
Wednesday afternoon. “... W e’re 
looking to replace a lot of. things 
that he has been able to bring to the 
job.”
Now the national search for a 
replacement begins.
Asked when the puKess starts. 
Baker responded, “Very quickly. It’ll 
he a national search as we did in the 
past recruiting John from Boston
College ... W e’ll use essentially the 
same process with a search commit­
tee that’ll screen candidates and 
have a chair that will be appointed 
or elected.”
Baker also expressed the hope of 
having a new athletic director 
announced by the end of the acade­
mic year.
M cCutcheon interviewed last 
Thursday for the UMass position, 
which opened in September when 
then athletic director Ian McCaw 
accepted the athletic director posi­
tion at Baylor University.
UMass interim athletic director 
Thorr Bjorn said March 1 will be 
M cCutcheon’s first day in charge of 
the Minutemen program, one that 
has eliminated six sports since 2002 
and continues to search for a foot­
ball coach. Former UMass football 
coach Mark Whipple left the team 
to join the Pittsburgh Steelers’ staff 
as a quarterbacks coach.
“It’ll allow us to fix some things 
that are broken,” Bjorn said. “He’ll 
bring an outside opinion with great 
experience.”
Local ties make the Pittsburgh 
native’s hiring a homecoming. 
McCutcheon lived in Massachusetts 
for 15 years and was an asstKiate 
athletic director at Boston College 
before hired at Cal Poly in 1992.
“W e’ll definitely miss him,” said 
baseball coach Larry Lee.
One of M cCutcheon’s main lega­
cies may he his part in the building
■y V"»
‘ -- «fûy ■ '
COURTESY PHOTO/SPORTS INFORMATION
John McCutcheon is th e  on ly  ath letic  d irector Cal Poiy has had  
since jo in ing  Division I in 1994.
of the basehall/softball complex.
“He’s very down to earth, had a 
good understanding of the life of a 
coach,” Lee said. “He’s been around 
athletics a good many years and has 
a gOLxl sense aKiut what a coach’s 
life is about. He backed the baseball 
program 100 percent... He’s allowed
us to be equal and compete in one of 
the best conferences in the country.” 
Baker also had nothing but nice 
things to say about McCutcheon.
“He’s also very low key, very ana­
lytical and is a very decisive, 
methodical person. A real asset to 
the university,” he said.
Harassing the competition
Commentary
This week, there will be peace in Mott Gym.As the men’s basketball team 
travels to the frontiers of Idaho and 
Utah State, and the idle dance team 
comes over to Kxigie at my apart­
ment (ladies: this week, we salsa!), 
the small, shabby, archaic Mott Gym 
will he darkened save for two 
women’s games, likely signaling the 
absence of raucous fans.
It marks a huge shift from last 
weekend.
Though the Mustangs slew a pair 
of Kittom-dwelling teams, the Cal 
State Fullerton Titans on Thursday 
and the U C  Riverside Highlanders 
on Saturday, Cal Poly fans raised the
nx)f.
Hell, 
it got so 
bad
Thursday night that Titan guard 
Anthony Bolton made an ass out of 
himself in front of the student sec­
tion, cracking under a mountain of 
derision. Members of the Sixth Man, 
a group of students devoted to 
wreaking havex: for men’s basketball 
opponents, had ridden him continu­
ously, chanting “Btilton Sucks” when 
he played and “WE WANT 
BOLTON!” when he sat. It culmi­
nated in a profanity-laced, second- 
half meltdown.
“He flipped us off a few times, 
blew a couple kisses and he kxiked 
like an idiot for the entire game 
because he sucked,” business admin­
istration senior and one of the loud­
est Sixth Man members Michael 
Pierce said.
It wasn’t much different Saturday,
when Pierce and his homies spent 
much of the game yelling at the 
Highlander bench, calling out pine­
dwelling freshman forward Jeff 
Mailhot, who never made it into the 
game.
The Sixth 
Man commonly 
harangues 
unskilled oppos­
ing players. The 
hunch of Cal 
Poly upperclass- 
.men clad in 
black T-shirts 
have appeared 
at almost every 
men’s basketball 
game, htime or
road, seeming half party animal 
straight out of “Saturday Night 
Fever,” half spKirts-ohsessed guerrilla 
rebel, even incurring brushes with 
the law.
They were lucky they didn’t wind 
up in the slammer after their group’s 
dehut at the Cal game in Berkeley.
“We got liquored up before i t ... 
We got crazy,” Pierce said. “We were 
louder than all the Cal fans there. 
We called everyfxxly hippies, and 
they didn’t like it. Then our team 
won by a point, we rushed the court, 
we got nuts.”
One Sixth Man almost got arrest­
ed on the court, and Pierce said he 
was assaulted by a number of fans, 
including one who was beyond 70- 
years-old.
“1 think I bumped his wife acci­
dentally,” Pierce said.
It’s t(XT bad no one’s rushed the 
court at Mott this season, hut Pierce
said that will happen when the 7-9 
Mustangs heat a big-time opptinent 
or record a huge win, not just a pair 
of lopsided victories over lackluster 
Fullerton and Riverside.
Fans have also been criticizing 
Mott, which was seemingly con­
structed during Biblical times and is 
certainly not equipped for the 
demand for tickets that has emerged 
this season. Head coach Kevin 
Bromley said there is rixim for luxury 
boxes to be put in the upper comers 
of Mott Gym. For now, however, 
maximum capacity is at 3,032.
“As far as getting in here, it’s 
lame,” Pierce said. “We sell out near­
ly every game with just over 3,000 
people. It d(x:sn’t get loud enough. 
Santa Barbara chants ‘High schtxil 
gym,’ and we can’t do anything 
aKiut it because it’s true.”
Even without peak conditions 
however, Mott is renowned. 
Highlander coach John Masi said 
the level of support in Mott rivals 
U C  Irvine, Santa Barbara and Utah. 
Cal Poly players say they feed off the 
Mott crowd.
Perhaps the biggest praise for the 
Sixth Man and the student section 
overall comes from Bromley.
“If I could go up and give each 
one of them a big hug and high five 
I would,” Bromley said.
Personally, I’m the not type to get 
all sentimental, but 1 kxik forward to 
verbal fireworks from Cal Poly fans 
at future games.
If only Btilton wasn’t graduating 
this year.
Graham Womack is a journalism 
junior and Mustang Daily staff uniter.
Women 
face Aggies, 
Vandals
MUSTANG DAR.Y STAFF REPORT
Cal Poly’s women’s basketball 
team, which last Saturday earned its 
first win in 10 tries on the road this 
season, will put its perfect 8-0 home 
mark on the line this weekend with a 
pair of Big West Qinference games.
The Mustangs (9-9, 5-4 Big West) 
will host Utah State (3-14, 3-6) on 
Thursday and Idaho (14-4, 6-3) on 
Saturday, Kxh games tipping off at 
7:05 p.m. in Mott Gym.
Cal Poly and Utah State are meet­
ing for just the s^ond time, and the 
Mustangs hope to avenge a 76-73 loss 
to the Aggies on Jan. 10 in Logan. 
Christina Zdenek hit a three-pointer 
with 0.4 seconds left on the ckx:k for 
the Aggies.
The Mustangs and Vandals have 
met 12 times and Idaho has an 8-4 
advantage, including an 84-53 victory 
on Jan. 8 in Moscow. Idaho won the 
first five games of the series hut Cal 
Poly has won four of the last seven.
Top Aggie scorers this season are 
SLiphomore center Ali Aird (13.1) and 
Zdenek (11.7). Aird alsti leads in 
leKsunding with a 7.0 mark.
Idaho is having its best season in 
five years. Sophomore post player 
Emily Faurholt scored 26 ptiints is the 
nation's leading women’s basketball 
scorer with a 25.6 average. She also 
leads her team in reKiunding with a 
6.9 mark.
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Cal Poly — 20 hits 
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4
Garret Olson — 9 strikeouts 
Baskofcatt
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Varnie Dennis — 22 points
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Jennifer Dooley — 30 points
Westmont
3
St. Mary’s 
1
UC Riverside 
70
UC Riverside 
72
l T  ÔC F Washington Invit.
Kaylene Wagner, Sharon Day — Finished 1 -2 in high jump
W im v a  &  D m  , UCSC 
wn VS. 138
Stacy Peterson — won 100 back, SO free and 100 free
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Utah State
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Utah State
thurs, feb S, 3 and S pim.
VS. Colorado State
EtartebdH
fri..saL,feb6-8
@ San Jose St.
fri, feb 6 ,4 p.m.
VS. USD
sat, feb 6 ,7 p.m.
VS. Nevada
WrestfíoK
fri, feb 6,7 pm.
v s . Oregon St.
S w i m  8c D t v c
fri, feb 6,2 pm.
VS. eSUB
W  B u s k e e b a t t
sat,feb7 ,7pm .
v s . Idaho
By the numbers...
1 3 - 3
Junior left fielder Kyle 
Blum enthal had three  
hits and drove in three  
runs to  lead Cal Poly to  
a 1 3 -3  victory over 
W estm o n t College in a 
non-conference base­
ball gam e Tuesday night 
in Baggett Staduim . 
Third basem an M att 
Guiliano, right fielder 
Chalon Tietje and center 
fielder Sam Herbert also 
had three hits apiece.
Ifiday « question
When was the last time Utah 
State was ranked in the top 25 
before this year?
Send answers to: spmartin0calpoly.edu
Ijis t Question
What round was Jake 
Dehlomme drafted in? 
Undrafred
Congratulations to aHI
Sports editor Sean Martin can be 
reached at 756-1796 or mustang- 
dailysports@yahoo.com
